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Background and purpose: Creativity in Parkinson’s disease (PD) is strongly

related to dopaminergic activity and medication. We hypothesized that

patients with PD, including those who are in the pre-diagnostic phase of PD,

are prone to choose highly structured ‘conventional’ professional occupations

and avoid highly creative ‘artistic’ occupations.

Methods: At baseline of the population-based Rotterdam Study, we asked

12 147 individuals aged ≥45 years about their latest occupation and catego-

rized occupations according to the RIASEC model. Participants underwent

baseline and follow-up (median 11 years) examinations for PD. We deter-

mined associations of artistic (versus any other occupation) and conventional

(versus any other occupation) occupations with PD. Additionally, we pooled

our results with a recently published case–control study (Radboud Study).

Results: At baseline, conventional occupations were common [n = 4356

(36%)], whereas artistic occupations were rare [n = 137 (1%)]. There were 217

patients with PD, including 91 with prevalent PD and 126 with incident PD.

The risk of PD varied substantially across occupational categories (chi-square,

14.61; P = 0.01). The penalized odds ratio (OR) of artistic occupations for PD

was 0.19 [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.00–1.31; P = 0.11], whereas the OR

of conventional occupations for PD was 1.23 (95% CI, 0.95–1.66; P = 0.10).

The direction and magnitude of ORs were similar in cross-sectional and longi-

tudinal subsamples. Pooled ORs across the Rotterdam and Radboud Studies

were 0.20 (95% CI, 0.08–0.52; P < 0.001) for artistic and 1.23 (95% CI, 0.92–
1.67; P = 0.08) for conventional occupations.

Conclusions: The risk of PD varies substantially by choice of professional

occupation. Our findings suggest that dopaminergic degeneration affects choice

of occupation, which may start in the pre-diagnostic phase of PD.

Introduction

In patients with Parkinson’s disease (PD), low levels

of dopamine and cortical dopamine receptor availabil-

ity are associated with a lack of novelty seeking [1,2].

Furthermore, patients with PD may show changes in

personality following initiation of dopaminergic treat-

ment, progressively displaying traits such as novelty

seeking [3]. Given the remarkable link between

dopaminergic state and creative behavior, patients

with PD may be most comfortable in more structured

jobs that do not require optimal dopamine levels, pos-

sibly leading to an over-representation in highly struc-

tured ‘conventional’ occupations. In turn, patients

with PD may be under-represented in ‘artistic’

occupations, which are strongly correlated with high-

creativity traits such as ‘openness to new experience’ [4].

As clinical PD is preceded by a pre-diagnostic phase

during which dopaminergic degeneration leads to sub-

tle cognitive and behavioral changes [5,6], a distinct
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pattern of occupational preference may already be

present in pre-diagnostic patients with PD. Recent

work from Radboud University Medical Center in

Nijmegen (Radboud Study) showed that the distribu-

tion of occupational categories varied between

patients with PD during their pre-diagnostic phase

and asymptomatic controls; most notably, patients

with PD had a reduced prevalence of artistic occupa-

tions in late life prior to their PD diagnosis [7].

Here, we assessed the associations of artistic and

conventional occupations with PD in a population-

based cohort and pooled estimates from this study

and the recent Radboud Study to summarize all avail-

able evidence.

Methods

Study setting, population and design

The study was embedded in the population-based

Rotterdam Study [8,9]. A description of methods in

the Rotterdam Study is provided in the next section.

Furthermore, we pooled our results with a recently

published case–control study (Radboud Study), which,

unlike the Rotterdam Study, was a clinic-based, case–
control study [7]. We note that there was a comple-

mentary element across both studies, each with their

own strengths and weaknesses: one comprised a

prospectively followed sample (no recall bias, but a

low number of cases of PD) and the other comprised

a retrospective case–control study (which may be

affected by recall bias, but had a much larger number

of cases of PD). A description of methods in the Rad-

boud Study is provided at the end of the Methods.

Methods in the Rotterdam Study

The study was embedded in the Rotterdam Study, a

prospective, population-based study of individuals

aged 45 years and older in the well-defined Ommoord

District in the city of Rotterdam comprising three

subcohorts [8,9]. Baseline assessments of occupational

status and prevalent parkinsonism or dementia took

place in 1990 (first subcohort), 2000 (second subco-

hort) and 2006 (third subcohort), with a total study

population of 14 926 individuals (overall response

72.0%) [8,9]. Follow-up visits took place on average

every 4 years and study follow-up for incident parkin-

sonism was virtually complete (98%) [10] until 1 Jan-

uary 2015. For cross-sectional analyses, in which the

outcome was prevalent PD, we used data of partici-

pants who completed the baseline interview on occu-

pational status and were screened for parkinsonism

(n = 12 147). For longitudinal analyses, in which the

outcome was incident PD, we excluded individuals

with prevalent parkinsonism or dementia (n = 502).

During the interview on occupational status, partic-

ipants who were still occupationally active were asked

about their current occupation; retired or unemployed

participants were asked about their last occupation.

Subsequently, occupations were categorized according

to the RIASEC model [11]. Participants were also

extensively screened for parkinsonism and dementia

using several overlapping modalities, including serial

in-person examinations. The Rotterdam Study was

approved by the medical ethics committee according

to the Population Study Act Rotterdam Study, exe-

cuted by the Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sports

of the Netherlands. All participants provided written

informed consent to participate in the study.

RIASEC model

To classify professional occupations, we used the

RIASEC model, which is a previously validated

method of classifying occupations into six categories

linked to personality characteristics: realistic (R),

investigative (I), artistic (A), social (S), enterprising

(E) and conventional (C) [11]. In Data S3, we present

examples and characteristics of occupations in each

category. The RIASEC model has previously been

employed to assess occupational preference in Asper-

ger’s syndrome [12] and the association of occupa-

tional choice with brain hemisphere preference [13].

Although the influence of creativity on choice of

professional occupation is probably not dichotomous,

we focused on the two most contrasting RIASEC cat-

egories, i.e. ‘artistic’, which encompasses high creativ-

ity and novelty seeking, and ‘conventional’, which

requires high levels of structure and routines. Occupa-

tional categories, based on professions reported by

study participants at baseline, were assigned in 2016.

The coder was blinded to participants’ prevalent or

incident PD status.

Ascertainment of parkinsonism and Parkinson’s

disease

A detailed description of parkinsonism on PD assess-

ment methods in the Rotterdam Study has been previ-

ously published [14]. In short, we used four overlapping

modalities to screen for potential parkinsonism: in-

person examinations, in-person interviews, use of anti-

Parkinson medication and clinical monitoring alerts.

In-person examinations comprised two phases. In the

first phase, participants underwent standardized assess-

ments of the following Parkinsonian signs: tremor

(resting, positional, intentional), hypokinesia and
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bradykinesia (including arm swing, gait, finger tapping,

general impression), cogwheel rigidity and postural

reflex. These screening assessments were conducted by

research nurses who were repeatedly trained by an

experienced neurologist (P.J.K.) during the study per-

iod. Individuals who screened positive were subse-

quently invited for a structured physical examination

by a research physician who specialized in neurologic

diseases.

For all individuals who screened positive in any of

these methods, complete medical records (including

letters from medical records of specialists and general

practitioners) were studied and case reports were

drawn up covering all potentially relevant information

to establish the presence and cause of parkinsonism.

These case reports were evaluated by a panel led by

an experienced neurologist (P.J.K.). Parkinsonism was

defined as at least one of: (i) the presence of hypoki-

nesia or bradykinesia in combination with at least one

other cardinal sign (resting tremor, rigidity or postural

imbalance) as observed by any physician and (ii) a

clinical diagnosis of parkinsonism by a neurologist or

geriatrician (in the case that motor examination

details were not available). PD was diagnosed after

exclusion of parkinsonism associated with pre-existent

dementia, use of antidopaminergic drugs, cerebrovas-

cular disease, multiple system atrophy, progressive

supranuclear palsy and evidence of other rare causes

(e.g. corticobasal degeneration). To diagnose PD,

there also had to be at least one of: (i) a clinical PD

diagnosis by a neurologist or geriatrician and (ii) posi-

tive response to dopaminergic treatment.

After initial diagnosis, medical records of all inci-

dent cases of parkinsonism (both PD and secondary)

continued to be scrutinized until the end of the study

period for new information that could lead to a revi-

sion of the diagnosis. Person-time at risk of incident

PD ended at the first of the following: diagnosis of

incident parkinsonism (due to either PD or other

causes), incident dementia, death or 1 January 2015.

Methods in the Radboud Study

A detailed description of methods used in the Rad-

boud Study has previously been published [7]. In

short, the Radboud Study was a case–control study of

693 male patients with PD (defined using UK Brain

Bank Criteria [15]) and 1183 male community-dwelling

controls. Participants were asked about their most

recent and first-ever occupation before parkinsonism

onset. Similar to the Rotterdam Study, occupations

were categorized according to the RIASEC model

[11]. We only used data on the most recent occupation

for meta-analyses of the Rotterdam and Radboud

Studies, as first-ever occupation was not obtained

from Rotterdam Study participants.

Statistical analysis

We separately analyzed the associations of artistic

(versus any other occupation) and conventional (ver-

sus any other occupation) occupations with PD. We

used Firth’s penalized logistic regression models to

account for the presence of statistical separation in

our models, with adjustment for age, sex, education,

subcohort and time at risk of PD (in longitudinal

analyses) [16,17]. This method helps to avoid overesti-

mation of the difference in PD risk across occupa-

tional categories. We constructed penalized regression

models for ever-PD (i.e. prevalent or incident PD) to

meta-analyze cross-sectional and longitudinal data,

and pooled results with the Radboud Study using

inverse-variance weighting or, in case of statistical sep-

aration, Mantel–Haenszel’s method [7].

In post hoc sensitivity analyses on the link between

artistic occupations and PD, we repeated the main

analysis after simulating that one or two randomly

selected individuals with an artistic occupation in the

Rotterdam Study would have had PD. We performed

1000 simulations for each scenario and calculated

mean odds ratios (ORs) of these simulations in the

Rotterdam Study as well as corresponding pooled

ORs across the Rotterdam and Radboud Studies.

Results

Baseline characteristics of the study population are

shown in Table 1. Conventional occupations were

common [4356 (36%)], whereas artistic occupations

were rare [n = 137 (1%)] in this population. A total of

65% of individuals with conventional occupations

were women, compared with only 27% of individuals

with artistic occupations (P < 0.001). Among those

with artistic occupations, 49% were still employed at

study enrolment, which was distinctly higher than the

29% of individuals with a conventional occupation

who were still employed (P < 0.001). Of individuals

with artistic or conventional occupations who were

not professionally active at baseline, most had retired,

whereas <3% were unemployed (Data S2). The most

common artistic occupation was musician, whereas

the most common conventional occupation was shop

employee. The median duration of latest occupation,

which was available in 2373 individuals, was 12 years

for conventional and 31 years for artistic occupations.

There were 123 patients with prevalent parkinson-

ism, of whom 91 had prevalent PD. A total of 32

patients with prevalent PD (35%) and 4324 controls
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(35%) had held a conventional occupation, whereas

no patients with prevalent PD and 137 controls (1%)

had an artistic occupation. During follow-up, 266

individuals were diagnosed with incident parkinson-

ism, including 126 with incident PD. A total of 51

(41%) patients with incident PD had a conventional

occupation compared with 4194 controls (36%). No

patients with incident PD and 132 controls (1%) had

an artistic occupation. The full distribution of occupa-

tional categories by ever-PD status is presented in

Data S1.

In combined cross-sectional and longitudinal analy-

ses, the risk of ever-PD varied substantially across

occupational categories (chi-square, 14.61; P = 0.01).

Individuals with conventional occupations had an OR

of 1.26 for PD [95% confidence interval (CI), 0.95–
1.66; P = 0.10], whereas individuals with artistic occu-

pations had an OR of 0.19 for PD (95% CI, 0.00–
1.31; P = 0.11). In sensitivity analyses, exclusion of

patients with prevalent PD who were still employed at

study enrolment (n = 19) had virtually no effect on

ORs of conventional (OR, 1.32; 95% CI, 0.98–1.77;
P = 0.06) or artistic (OR, 0.21; 95% CI, 0.00–1.48;
P = 0.15) professions for PD. Additional adjustment

of the main analyses for smoking and employment

status did somewhat attenuate the ORs of conven-

tional (OR, 1.19; 95% CI, 0.88–1.77; P = 0.26) and

artistic (OR, 0.28; 95% CI, 0.00–2.00; P = 0.26) occu-

pations for PD.

In the Radboud Study, the risk of PD also varied dis-

tinctly across occupational categories (chi-square,

41.41; P < 0.001). Pooled ORs for PD across the

Rotterdam and Radboud Studies were 1.23 (95% CI,

0.92–1.67; P = 0.08) for conventional and 0.20 (95%

CI, 0.08–0.52; P < 0.001) for artistic occupations. Sepa-

rate ORs for cross-sectional analyses, longitudinal anal-

yses and ORs of the Radboud Study are presented in

Fig. 1.

Although the protective effect of artistic occupation

on risk of PD in the Rotterdam Study incrementally

attenuated if one or two individuals with artistic occu-

pation would have had PD, the overall association

would have remained statistically robust in a pooled

analysis of the Rotterdam and Radboud Studies

(Table 2).

Discussion

In this population-based sample, choice of profes-

sional occupation in middle-aged and older adults was

associated with the risk of PD. This observation is in

line with the recent Radboud Study [7]. Taken

together, these studies specifically show that individu-

als with highly creative artistic occupations have a

reduced risk of PD, whereas individuals with highly

structured conventional occupations may have an

increased risk of PD, although this is not statistically

significant.

As far as we know, farming is the only occupa-

tional group that has consistently been demonstrated

to be associated with the risk of PD [18]. In the cur-

rent study, however, we used professional occupation

as a proxy of personality. Individuals with artistic

occupations have the most openness to new experi-

ences, whereas those with conventional occupations

have the least [4]. In turn, dopamine levels and corti-

cal D2 receptor availability are strongly associated

with creativity in PD [1–3] and patients with PD who

are being treated with dopaminergic medication can

newly develop artistic expressions that they had not

previously shown [4–6]. Given the strong association

between dopaminergic function and creative behavior

in PD, we believe that the inverse association of artis-

tic occupations with the risk of PD reflects a larger

degree of dopaminergic degeneration in (pre-diagnostic)

patients with PD. Our study extends these findings by

establishing an association between choice of profes-

sional occupation and the risk of PD.

We consider three alternative hypotheses that may

explain our observations. First, the choice of

Table 1 Characteristics of study population by occupation

Characteristic R I A S E C Total P-value for A vs. C*

No. of individuals 3679 293 137 1771 1911 4356 12147

Age (years) 68 (15) 62 (12) 64 (13) 62 (10) 64 (12) 64 (12) 65 (13) 0.98

Female sex 1776 (48) 59 (20) 37 (27) 1411 (80) 678 (35) 2850 (65) 6811 (56) <0.001
Intermediate or higher education 740 (21) 98 (71) 46 (55) 487 (44) 612 (40) 1403 (36) 3386 (33) 0.08

Smoking at baseline 549 (15) 19 (6) 14 (10) 141 (8) 230 (12) 491 (11) 1444 (12) 0.38

Employed at baseline 731 (20) 141 (48) 67 (49) 701 (40) 685 (36) 1182 (27) 3507 (29) <0.001

A, artistic; C, conventional; E, enterprising; I, investigative; R, realistic; S, social; %, percentage of individuals with complete characteristics

data. Intermediate or higher education includes intermediate vocational education or higher general education, higher vocational education or

university. *P-values for difference between individuals with artistic versus conventional occupations. Comparisons on age and sex were

adjusted for each other; comparisons on education, smoking and employment were adjusted for age and sex. Data are given as median (in-

terquartile range) and n (%).
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professional occupation may be associated with addic-

tive personality traits that predispose to substance

use. For instance, individuals with artistic professions

may have a higher prevalence of smoking, which may

by itself affect (i.e. lower) the risk of PD [18]. We

note, however, that causality of the inverse association

of addictive substances in general and of smoking in

particular with the risk of PD remains highly con-

tentious [19]. Secondly, we cannot rule out that indi-

viduals with artistic occupations have a lower risk of

PD because of non-dopaminergic pathways, although

we are unaware of consistent empirical evidence for a

biological link of artistic or conventional occupations

with serotonergic or noradrenergic pathways. Thirdly,

high early-life dopamine levels may increase the

threshold for clinical parkinsonism to occur (higher

dopamine reserve), even in the presence of PD pathol-

ogy, similar to the observation that high education is

associated with relative preservation of cognitive abili-

ties in patients with PD with cortical b-amyloid

pathology [20].

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5

OR for PD

Overall

Rotterdam: longitudinal

Rotterdam: cross-sectional

Radboud: cross-sectional

0.20 (0.08–0.52)

0.33 (0.00–2.36)

0.45 (0.00–3.22)

0.14 (0.04–0.53) Yes

NS

NS

Yes

NS

NS

NS

NS

0/126
(0%)

0/91
(0%)

5/693
(1%)

137/11645
(1%)

137/12147
(1%)

34/1183
(3%)

3.0

N with artistic
occupation/N total

(% of total)

PD  Controls

OR (95% CI)
(a)

(b)

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5           3.0

Overall

Rotterdam: longitudinal

Rotterdam: cross-sectional

Radboud: cross-sectional

OR for PD

1.23 (0.92–1.67)

1.34 (0.93–1.93)

1.17 (0.75–1.81)

1.07 (0.70–1.64)

51/126
(41%)

32 /91
(35%)

91/693
(13%)

4194/11645
(36%)

4324/12147
(35%)

180/1183
(15%)

N with conventional
occupation/N total

(% of total)

PD Controls

OR (95% CI)

Statistically 
significant*

Statistically 
significant*

Figure 1 Odds ratios (ORs) of artistic and conventional occupations for Parkinson’s disease (PD). (a) Artistic occupations. OR of

artistic versus any other occupation for PD. (b) Conventional occupations. OR of conventional versus any other occupation for PD.

CI, confidence interval; N, number; NS, not statistically significant. *Not statistically significant at a = 0.05. Analyses in the Rotter-

dam Study were adjusted for age, sex, education and study subcohort. Analyses in the male-only Radboud Study were adjusted for

age.

Table 2 Sensitivity analyses: simulation of different Parkinson’s dis-

ease (PD) distribution by artistic occupation

N artistic

individuals with

PD

OR (95% CI) for PD

in Rotterdam Study

OR (95% CI) for PD

in pooled analysis

Observed

0 0.19 (0.00–1.31) 0.20 (0.08–0.52)
Simulated

1 0.57 (0.06–2.11) 0.28 (0.12–0.64)
2 0.97 (0.20–2.83) 0.34 (0.15–0.75)

CI, confidence interval; N, number; OR, odds ratio.
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The main strength of our study is its population-based

design, which ensures a representative sample of patients

with PD and controls in the community. The main limita-

tion of our study is the small number of participants with

an artistic occupation (n = 137). Consequently, we were

underpowered to restrict our analyses to patients with inci-

dent PD. Although the overall response figure of the study

was high (72%) and ORs of the associations were similar in

cross-sectional and longitudinal subsamples, we cannot

completely rule out that patients with PD with artistic occu-

pations disproportionally more often changed their occupa-

tion due to onset of parkinsonism (or even due to subtle

pre-diagnostic motor features) than did patients with PD

with other occupations. Also, although the association of

artistic occupations with PD in our study is direction-

consistent and similar in magnitude to the recent Radboud

Study [7], caution is warranted in interpreting the very low

OR. Had a few more individuals with artistic occupations

been diagnosed with PD in the Rotterdam Study, the asso-

ciation would have attenuated in the Rotterdam Study but

would have remained robust in the pooled analysis.

In this study, the CI of the OR of conventional

occupations for PD overlapped 1, even in the pooled

analysis. This either suggests that there is no associa-

tion between conventional occupations and PD or,

alternatively, that this study was statistically insuffi-

ciently powered to detect a true association with a

modest effect size that may be significant from a clini-

cal perspective (i.e. OR ~1.2). To robustly determine

whether there is an association between conventional

occupations and PD, future studies with a larger sam-

ple size are warranted. Future studies should also

focus on individuals with investigative occupations,

which are characterized by traits that are often

observed in patients with PD, such as precision, rea-

son and independent work.

In conclusion, this population-based study extends

a recent case–control study and again suggests that

the risk of PD varies substantially by choice of profes-

sional occupation in midlife. Although we interpret

our findings cautiously, this converging evidence sug-

gests that dopaminergic degeneration affects choice of

occupation, which may start in the pre-diagnostic

phase of PD. Further large studies are warranted to

robustly quantify the effect size of the associations of

artistic and conventional occupations with incident

PD.
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